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Abstract: The technical evolution of unmanned aerial systems (UAS) for mineral exploration advances
rapidly. Recent sensor developments and improved UAS performance open new fields for research
and applications in geological and geophysical exploration among others. In this study, we introduce
an integrated acquisition and processing strategy for drone-borne multi-sensor surveys combining
optical remote sensing and magnetic data. We deploy both fixed-wing and multicopter UAS to
characterize an outcrop of the Otanmäki Fe-Ti-V deposit in central Finland. The lithology consists
mainly of gabbro intrusions hosting ore bodies of magnetite-ilmenite. Large areas of the outcrop are
covered by lichen and low vegetation. We use two drone-borne multi- and hyperspectral cameras
operating in the visible to near-infrared parts of the electromagnetic spectrum to identify dominant
geological features and the extents of ore bodies via iron-indicating proxy minerals. We apply band
ratios and unsupervised and supervised image classifications on the spectral data, from which we
can map surficial iron-bearing zones. We use two setups with three-axis fluxgate magnetometers
deployed both by a fixed-wing and a multi-copter UAS to measure the magnetic field at various
flight altitudes (15 m, 40 m, 65 m). The total magnetic intensity (TMI) computed from the individual
components is used for further interpretation of ore distribution. We compare to traditional magnetic
ground-based survey data to evaluate the UAS-based results. The measured anomalies and spectral
data are validated and assigned to the outcropping geology and ore mineralization by performing
surface spectroscopy, portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF), magnetic susceptibility, and traditional
geologic mapping. Locations of mineral zones and magnetic anomalies correlate with the established
geologic map. The integrated survey strategy allowed a straightforward mapping of ore occurrences.
We highlight the efficiency, spatial resolution, and reliability of UAS surveys. Acquisition time of
magnetic UAS surveying surpassed ground surveying by a factor of 20 with a comparable resolution.
The proposed workflow possibly facilitates surveying, particularly in areas with complicated terrain
and of limited accessibility, but highlights the remaining challenges in UAS mapping.

Keywords: UAS; hyperspectral; multispectral; magnetic; mineral exploration; drone; iron
minerals; Otanmäki

1. Introduction

The demand for raw materials is steadily growing in our technology driven societies. In Europe,
industry and businesses depend heavily on direct and indirect raw material imports (metal ores,
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fossil energy carriers) [1]. The difficulty of providing selected critical raw materials by European
producers is increasing—e.g., for rare earth elements [2]—and therefore innovative technologies in
exploration and recycling are needed to decrease dependencies on non-domestic imports of raw
materials. In this context, we see a high demand for the exploration of new deposits and/or small or less
profitable prospects to sustain the need for metallic and raw materials [3–5] and therefore inaccessible
or formerly non-lucrative mineral deposits are needed [6]. However, mineral exploration in Europe
has to fit to our present societal and economic standards, meaning that sustainable, non-invasive, and
efficient exploration strategies are required. Following these requirements, exploration in little explored
regions can be started with regional survey approaches, e.g., large-scale satellite and regional airborne
mapping. For areas and targets identified as potentially prospective, more detailed investigations
are usually performed including—e.g., helicopter airborne surveying and extensive field campaigns.
Local airborne surveys cover up to hundreds of square kilometers, but require infrastructures such as
airports, fuel, and trained personnel. Additionally, the resolution is restricted by wider line spacing and
higher flight altitude that limit the detection or characterization of smaller ore bodies and mineralization.
Finally, ground based surveying that includes geophysics, drilling, and extensive sampling are applied
to obtain detailed knowledge from identified deposits.

In this context, lightweight unmanned aerial systems (UAS) equipped with optical remote sensing
and geophysical sensors are particularly attractive to investigate potential deposits in difficult or
environmentally sensitive areas. UAS are able to operate autonomously over a given target, are easily
deployable, and have short turn-around times for collecting high resolution data-sets with uniform
coverage. Their costs are low and their flexibility is high for planning, timing, and logistics compared
to a traditional airborne survey. Relevant information is obtained rapidly and the operation requires
less personnel with adequate training and flight permissions. UAS user-friendliness increases with the
availability of light-weight and durable batteries, open-source autopilots, flight controllers, and means
of customization.

However, UAS-based surveying is restricted by national regulations [7] and practical considerations
such as safety aspects. In most countries, it is usually possible to operate in visual-line-of-sight (VLOS)
and there are weight limits for flight operations. For mineral exploration, UAS systems are therefore
mainly attractive for small-to-medium-sized survey areas, limited to some tens of square kilometers,
which means that they compete with local-sized airplane and helicopter surveys and may become a
complement to ground based surveys [8].

Accordingly, a multitude of UAS applications [9] have emerged over the past five years including
mine surveillance [10], slope stability assessment in mining [11], agriculture [12], infrastructure and
construction work [13], archaeology [14], forestry [15], disaster monitoring [16], coastal environmental
studies [17] and ground water research [18]. Digital elevation models obtained from UAS can deliver
resolutions in (sub-)centimeter range, and are superior to conventional mapping techniques in terms
of survey area, time, and target accessibility [19,20].

Hyper- and multispectral cameras are sensors that are frequently used on UAS, although
their application has mostly been limited to agriculture. UAS use for mineral mapping is still
underrepresented in scientific literature, but recent studies show great potential [21]. Example studies
apply UAS, or a combination of UAS and terrestrial scans to identify lithological structures and map
lithologic domains [22,23].

For geophysical applications, UAS-based magnetics is attractive since recent sensors are rugged
and lightweight [24]. Acquisition and processing strategies from conventional airborne measurements
can be adapted for UAS surveys.

Recent studies highlight the potential of UAS to locate man-made ferrous bodies superficially
buried in soil having sizes and weights that reflect the properties of unexploded ordnance (UXO) [25]
and to map shallow volcano-related structures and magma bodies [26], using combustion-engine UAS
helicopters with optically-pumped magnetometers.
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Promising mapping results show the potential of multicopter UAS to perform on par with
traditional aeromagnetics [27,28]. The used optical pumped magnetometers were suspended on
cables below the UAS. The influence of orientation changes for such magnetometer mountings was
investigated [29] and resulted in attitude recommendations.

In contrast to UAS heli- and multicopter, autonomous fixed-wings provide the design suitable for
long-range magnetic surveys of even larger areas [30].

Although applications of single sensors become more common and the techniques more
well-developed, we observe a lack of combining separate survey techniques and, hence, to gain
the full geoscientific information simultaneously. The main objective of our study is thus to evaluate the
potential of integrated UAS-based remote sensing and geophysical techniques for mineral exploration.
We compare those fast and effective survey strategies to traditional ground survey methods in the
Otanmäki Fe-Ti-V deposit in Central Finland. We combine UAS-based data including multi- and
hyperspectral remote sensing, magnetics, and structure-from-motion multi-vision stereo (SfM-MVS)
photogrammetry, to create value for UAS methods in geology.

More specifically for the iron ore deposit in Otanmäki, the motivation of this work is to
map iron ore distributions and evaluate ore prospectivity. We chose those UAS-borne sensor types
because (1) magnetic field variations are predominantly caused by changing (induced and permanent)
magnetization of the iron ore, thus, magnetics is well-suited to determine the distribution of ore lenses
and grade estimation; (2) multi- and hyperspectral imaging allows to map surficial alteration of iron
minerals in the visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) range of the electromagnetic spectrum. However,
magnetite and ilmenite as the main ore minerals in Otanmäki are spectrally featureless in VIS-NIR.
Therefore, the objective of this study is to investigate how far it is possible to locate those using proxy
minerals, e.g., hematite. The combination of both methods is relevant, because the magnetic anomalies
are predominantly caused by magnetite and accordingly, complementary information is collected from
magnetic data not obtainable from hyperspectral data. Besides, magnetic measurements from UAS
have limited spatial resolution and therefore hyperspectral data can help to more precisely assign
anomalies to specific ore lenses or geologic units.

We use both fixed-wing and multicopter UAS for surveying because (1) multicopter allow for
controlled low altitude flights with high-resolution sensors; and (2) fixed-wing UAS can quickly map
larger areas with light-weight equipment. For ground validation of the UAS results, we conducted a
ground magnetic survey, in-situ measurements including spectroscopy, determination of magnetic
susceptibility, and laboratory investigations. With ground truthing, we verify the remote sensing results
and are able to give accuracy assessments of different techniques. Finally, we point out difficulties for
surveying that arise from external conditions, e.g., weather conditions and surface obstructions.

2. Location and Geology

2.1. Regional Setting and Description of the Study Area

The study area is located on the premise of the former Otanmäki Fe-Ti-V mine in central Finland,
about 200 km southeast of the city Oulu (Figure 1).

The main target is the exposed Metsämalmi (‘wood ore’ in Finnish) outcrop that is situated on the
eastern edge of a large magnetic anomaly (Figure 1). The anomaly is associated with the Otanmäki
gabbroic intrusion hosting the magnetite-ilmenite ore deposit [32]. The outcrop has a size of about
28,000 m2 and is located in a birch tree forest (Figure 2a). Much of its barren rock surface consists of
high-grade ore lenses (see photographs from high-grade ore bodies and detailed geological map in
Figure 2b,c, respectively) and it was cleared in the early 1980s for possible open pit mining. However,
the decision to close the Otanmäki mine was made shortly afterwards and the Metsämalmi area was
left unmined. Large spots (hand-size) of lichen cover its rock surfaces, and an area in the central part of
about 30 × 10 m was cleaned up with a high-pressure cleaner some days before the surveys to improve
the conditions for hyperspectral surveying.
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Figure 1. Hill-shaded total magnetic intensity (TMI) map of the Otanmäki area, central Finland, that is
based on regional airborne surveys from GTK [31]. Main regional geologic structures and units are
plotted on top. Our study area, the Metsämalmi outcrop, is marked as a white polygon.

Apart from the Metsämalmi outcrop, the bedrock in the Otanmäki area is poorly exposed and rocks
are largely covered by glacial overburden with a thickness of 1–3 m. Therefore, geophysical surveys play
an important role in regional studies to understand the hard rock geology (e.g., originally, the Fe-Ti-V
ores were discovered by magnetic measurements). One example is the low-altitude airborne regional
magnetic survey from 1979 that was collected within the national airborne geophysical program
(see [31]). This survey uniformly covers the complete Otanmäki area (Figure 1) and was flown on an
average flight altitude of 37 m and with a (in-)line spacing of 200 m, with lines oriented in N–S direction.

2.2. Geologic Setting

The vanadiferous magnetite-ilmenite ore deposits in the Otanmäki area are located within 2.06 Ga
old gabbroic intrusions, which hosts ore within areas (Figure 2b) composed of metamorphosed
gabbro, leucogabbro-anorthosite, and lensoidal bodies of massive/semi-massive oxide ore [33,34].
The intrusions were emplaced into Archaean migmatitic tonalite-trondhjemite-granodiorite-gneisses,
but they also have sharp, fault defined contacts against gneissic 2.05 Ga old, A-type granites, and
intermediate rocks (Otanmäki suite), hosting some Nb-Zr-REE mineralizations. The southern border
of the anomaly is a thrust fault line.

The magnetite-ilmenite ore bodies in the Otanmäki gabbro intrusion are scattered within a
50–200 m wide and approximately 5 km long ore-bearing zone having numerous unequally sized and
irregularly shaped ore lenses. The ore lenses within this zone are typically sub-vertical, 2–200 m long
and 3–50 m thick, generally EW-trending and dipping N at 70–90◦ [33]. In addition, the rocks in the ore
zone are typically pervasively recrystallized and deformed, and the ore zone is folded into a syncline
structure at its eastern end. The synform plunges to SW at about 40–60◦ and the ore zone descents
along the fold axis. Based on drilling, the ore zone is known to extend down to a depth of 800 m and
gravity-based modeling suggests continuation of the intrusion down to a depth of 2 km [33,35].

The average modal mineralogy of the Otanmäki high-grade ore is composed of magnetite (35–40%),
ilmenite (25–30%), and sulphides (1–2%) [36]. Ore types are divided into three classes depending on
their Fe-oxide mineral content.

Class I ore has a magnetite and ilmenite content of more than 50 wt %. Main gangue are silicate
minerals such as chlorite, hornblende and plagioclase. Sulphide minerals (pyrite, chalcopyrite, and
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pyrrhotite) can make up to 20% of host rocks and ore. The distribution of mapped class I and II ore
lenses in the Metsämalmi outcrop area is shown in Figure 2d. Due to the correlation between ore grade
(iron content) and the amount of magnetite, the mining company considered magnetic susceptibility
measurements as cost saving technique to estimate the ore.

Figure 2. (a) Location of the study area at Otanmäki, central Finland. Rectangles outline the areas
of the different magnetic surveys. (b) Photos (I–IV) from the surface of the Metsämalmi outcrop
show magnetite-ilmenite ore lenses and host rock (gabbro). Hammer handle length for scale is ~1 m.
(c) UAS-borne orthophoto shows sampling locations at the Metsämalmi outcrop. (d) Geologic map
from Metsämalmi that is provided by company Otanmäki Mine Oy (modified). Larger parts of the
outcropping area are mapped as high grade (Class I) ore that contains 60–70% of magnetite and ilmenite.
Red lines indicate surface measurements (i.e., magnetic susceptibilities along scan lines) performed by
Otanmäki Mine Oy.

3. Methods and Survey Strategies

We describe the different UAS-based technologies that were used in the field campaign, as well
as the acquisition strategies and the workflows to acquire and process the different datasets. For the
different UAS, we introduce the platforms and employed sensors and define technical details.
The sensors on the multicopters, i.e., magnetometer and frame-based hyperspectral camera are
exchangeable within a few minutes. The reasons for this are two-fold: on one hand, the different sensors
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require different acquisition strategies (e.g., stop-and-go for hyperspectral imaging vs. continuous for
magnetics). On the other hand, take-off weight is reduced, resulting in longer flight duration.

3.1. Survey Outline

Figure 3 shows photographs from different UAS types that were used in this field campaign, and
their technical parameters and specifications are given in Table 1. Data acquisitions with all sensors
and UAS types follow along pre-programmed survey patterns based on GPS points, but starts and
landings are done manually. We performed ground (Figure 2c) and UAS surveys over the course of
three days in September 2018. Weather conditions were favorable with mild temperatures, little cloud
coverage, weak wind (~3–7 km/h) and scarce gusts. The flight altitudes are given above ground level
(AGL), and range between 15–65 m AGL.

Figure 3. (a) Aibot UAS equipped with the HSI camera Rikola. (b) Tholeg UAS with a standalone
MagDrone fluxgate magnetometer. (c) Radai’s Albatros fixed-wing UAS with a fluxgate sensor in
the tail.

Table 1. Technical details of the used UAS. The eBee plus instrument is not shown in Figure 3.

Model Tholeg
Tho-R-PX8-12

Aibotix
Aibot X6v.2

SenseFly
Ebee Plus Radai Albatros VT

Type Multicopter Multicopter Fixed-wing Fixed-wing
Rotors 8 6 1 1

MTOW * 10 kg 7 kg 1.1 kg 5 kg
Size 70 × 70 × 35 cm 105 × 105 × 45 cm 110 cm wingspan 2.8 m wingspan

Flight time 20–25 min 12–15 min 59 min 180 min
Velocity 0–40 km/h 0–30 km/h 40–110 km/h 50–110 km/h
Payload 4.5 kg 2 kg ~0.2 kg 2 kg
Sensor Fluxgate magnetometer Rikola HSI camera RGB camera, 4 band multispectral camera Fluxgate magnetometer

* Maximum take-off weight.

3.2. Multispectral UAS Imaging

We conducted multispectral imaging (MSI) with a Sensefly ebee Plus fixed-wing UAS. The ebee
Plus is equipped with the lightweight Parrot Sequoia (1.2 Mpix) four channel multispectral global
shutter camera. Its multispectral bands are centred at 550 ± 40 nm (green), 660 ± 40 nm (red),
735 ± 10 nm (red-edge), and 790 ± 40 nm (NIR). Automatic radiometric calibration was performed
prior to the flight using a synthetic reference panel provided by the manufacturer. The UAS captured
98 multispectral scenes at 84 m AGL along the programmed flight path, in order to ensure sufficient
image overlap. The orthomosaic was processed in Agisoft Photoscan, using optimized multispectral
processing option and protocols [37], with the green band as master band. Processing parameters
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for the image alignment were set to ‘high quality’, while the key point and tie point limit was set to
40,000 and 4,000, respectively, and used with reference preselection. Outlier tie points were removed
manually using the gradual selection tool prior to dense image matching (maximum reprojection root
mean square error (RMSE) achieved: 0.2 or 3.16 pixel; mean RMSE: 0.1 or 0.39 pixel) followed by
optimization of the bundle adjustment. Based on the resulting dense point cloud, an orthomosaic
was generated with a ground resolution of 7.4 cm/pixel. Due to low sun elevation in the northern
hemisphere (sun altitude 25◦; azimuth 228◦ at 16:00 local time) and late time of the day during data
acquisition, we applied a topographic correction using the c-factor correction using the Python based
Mephysto image processing toolbox [38].

3.3. Hyperspectral UAS Imaging

Hyperspectral UAS-borne data are captured with the Senops Rikola Hyperspectral Imager.
This snapshot sensor has the advantage of acquiring full frame data for up to 50 spectral bands,
thus having high frame coherence towards each other with the UAS flying along a stop-and-go data
acquisition plan at 30 m altitude AGL. Table 2 lists the camera parameters used for the survey [39].

Table 2. Technical data and settings of the Rikola camera during flight operation.

Parameter Value

Image Resolution 1010 × 648 Pixel
Bands 50

Spectral range 504–900 nm
Spatial/Spectral resolution 3 cm/8 nm

FWHM ~14 nm
Band integration time 10–50 ms (depending on illumination)

Focal length 9 mm
F-number 2.8

Weight 720 g

Pre-processing of the HSI data was again performed with the Mephysto toolbox [38]. Images are
co-registered, corrected for geometric effects (lens- and topographic correction) and georeferenced
to the RGB orthophoto acquired by SfM-MVS (see Section 3.4). We used the empirical line method
for radiometric conversion from radiance to reflectance [40]. For the calibration, we used three PVC
reference panels (shades of black, grey, and white) with known spectral signatures. As the HSI scenes
generally showed low reflectance, calibration with the grey panel gave satisfying image contrast. As for
the multispectral survey, main factor to be corrected is the low sun azimuth. We removed in-scene
vegetation using a NDVI-mask (normalized difference vegetation index), [41] for both the multi- and
hyperspectral mosaics with a threshold of > 0.3. Smaller water bodies were removed manually. On the
masked data, we applied a minimum noise fraction (MNF, [42]) transformation for dimensionality
reduction and noise filtering. Subsequently, we applied a k-means [43] unsupervised clustering, with
the first 20 MNF bands as input [44]. The number of k-means target classes was determined based on
prior field observations. We concluded, that six classes are suitable to account for the different surface
features (gabbro, iron-bearing minerals, water, remaining vegetation, soil-debris, noise) and are used
for the final output.

Band ratios were used to determine the positions and potential absorption depths for the broad
iron absorption feature in hyper- and multispectral imagery and handheld scans. We used the band
position for the iron feature at ~900 nm and band reflectance peaks between 750–760 nm, as those
positions are as relevant in our application as, e.g., the curve shape [45]. The broad spectral iron feature
is caused by a charge-transfer absorption that is diagnostic for iron-bearing minerals [46].

Finally, supervised spectral classification is applied on the processed HSI by using the spectral
angle mapper [44]. SAM measures the similarity between a reference and an image spectrum by
computing the angle between spectra in an n-dimensional (n = bands) space. Small angles between
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spectra do indicate high material similarity. Previous studies showed that the SAM technique is
well-suited for hyperspectral images featuring of iron-bearing mineralogy [22].

Our experiences with iron-related spectra show that spectral smoothing on the input HSI with a
Savitzky-Golay filter [47] of second order and a filter width of 3–5 points (depends on input spectral
resolution) increases the accuracy of SAM classifications by removing spectral noise [48].

We used the following samples taken from the USGS library [49] for classification:

• Hematite GDS27 (alpha-Fe2O3 – pure hematite)→ proxy for iron-oxides [50]
• Goethite WS222 (FeOOH – polymorphous with akaganeite, feroxyhyte, and lepidocrocite)→

proxy for iron oxide-hydroxide
• Jarosite GDS 99 Ky200C Syn (KFe+3

3(SO4)2(OH)6 – synthetic)→ proxy for iron-sulphates

These spectral signatures are chosen as proxies for the expected minerals that categorize the major
iron bearing groups [33]. Spectral angles from 0.10–0.15 rad using 0.01 rad step-size were applied
to achieve the resulting supervised classification. The resulting classes are sieved with a four-pixel
neighbourhood kernel to reduce secluded pixels, assuming the maps spatial accuracy is high.

3.4. Structure-from-Motion Multi-Vision Stereo Photogrammetry

Orthophotos and digital surface models (DSM) of the Metsämalmi outcrops were created by
drone-borne SfM-MVS photogrammetry. The DSM can be used to correct for altitude variations of
magnetic data and illumination effects in the hyperspectral data while the orthophoto is used to
geo-reference the HSI. Moreover, the orthomosaic is valuable to understand geologic structures and
serves as a reference image for ground sampling points.

We used the Sensefly ebee Plus UAS featuring a 20 MPix S.O.D.A. RGB camera for acquisition of
nadir images (technical details in Table 3). Image overlap was set to 80% forward and 70% sideways.
In total, 12 ground control points were distributed on the outcrop, to precisely geo-reference the final
photogrammetric model.

Again, we performed the SfM-MVS workflow using Agisoft PhotoScan following protocols
recommended [37,51]. Processing parameters for the image alignment were set to ‘high quality’ and
we choose the reference preselection option. Outlier tie points were subsequently removed using the
gradual selection tool prior to the dense image matching. We removed tie points detected in less than
three images and set a maximum threshold for image re-projection errors to 0.5 (41.69 pixels), to only
use tie points below that value for dense cloud matching. The dense image matching or point cloud
construction was run at ‘high quality’ with the depth filtering set to ‘aggressive’. The accuracy of
the SfM-MVS point cloud was validated based on the measured GCP (ground control points) versus
estimated GCP positions in Agisoft PhotoScan. The DSM is computed with an average grid spacing
of 4.3 cm/pixel. Finally, an orthophoto with a resolution of 2.2 cm/pixel is computed by seamlessly
merging overlapping images. The TecGEMS toolbox [52] is used to automatically extract structural
information such as lineaments, ridges, and discontinuities from the DSM. The lineaments were
validated with field observations (see Figure 2b).

Table 3. Acquisition parameters of the created orthophoto and DSM from two cameras.

SODA Sequoia

Images/Altitude 241/103 m AGL 98/84 m AGL
Orthophoto/DSM–Ground pixel resolutions 2.2 cm/4.3 cm 7.4 cm/-

GCPs number/Mean GCP RMSE 12/8.1 cm 11/43.8 cm

3.5. Copter-Borne Magnetic Measurements

For magnetic measurements with the multicopter we applied a calibrated triaxial fluxgate
magnetometer (MagDrone R1; SenSys [53]). It measures the magnetic flux density within a range of
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± 75,000 nT and features a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. Further parameters of the magnetometer
are given in Table 4. The autonomous system can measure up to 2 hours and records GPS data
(latitude, longitude, altitude, GPS time) at 20 Hz intervals. Magnetic measurements are interpolated
onto coordinate points using GPS time stamps. Recorded data are saved on an internal solid-state
memory module.

Table 4. Parameters of SenSys MagDrone R1 UAS-borne fluxgate magnetometer system [53].

Parameter Value

Resolution >0.15 nT
Baseline error (200 Hz sampling) <4 nT

Fluxgate axes declination ≤±0.5º
Weight 800 g

The MagDrone is rigidly attached below the UAS centre (Figure 3a). The axes of the magnetometer
are aligned parallel and perpendicular to the main axis of the UAS fuselage, in a distance of 50 cm to
the engines.

During automated flight operation with an average velocity of 5 m/s sampling point inline distance
is ~0.5 m. The drone followed a pre-defined flight plan. We performed surveys at different flight
altitudes to investigate following applications:

• 15 m: Collect a UAS magnetic dataset close to surface, but within acceptable flight safety margins,
for dense spatial coverage approaching the resolution of ground magnetics.

• 40 m: Compare multicopter and fixed-wing data at similar operation height.
• 65 m: Perform high altitude UAS survey to examine the regional behaviour of the anomaly and to

have a dataset that can serve as a reference for upward continuations of the other datasets.

Acquisition parameters and results for the surveys at three flight heights are summarized in
Table 5. We conducted a calibration flight, using cardinal and inter-cardinal directions, at the beginning
of each survey, within altitudes of 30–40 m AGL, to obtain proper heading corrections for each flight
line [54]. Further processing steps are given in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Principal magnetic processing workflows for UAS surveys. The workflows differ slightly,
and the ELM technique is not applied on the multicopter data for this study.

During the 15 m survey (Figure 5b), the z-component of the MagDrone magnetometer was
saturated for about 1% of the collected magnetic data points. Also, the strong magnetic anomaly
disturbed the orientation of the compass used for UAS navigation such that the multicopter flight lines
(Figure 5) show some deviations from the original flight plan.
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Table 5. Parameters of the magnetic surveys. Survey time includes take-off and landing.

Method Area Survey Length Height AGL Survey Time Speed Inline/Tie-Line Spacing

Ground Survey 50,500 m2 9.5 km 1.7 m 3 days ~0.1 m/s 10/- m
Multicopter * 19,000 m2 4.1 km 15 m 32 min 5 m/s 7/20 m
Multicopter 37,000 m2 3.2 km 40 m 19 min 5 m/s 20/80 m
Multicopter 72,500 m2 3.7 km 65 m 25 min 5 m/s 35/60 m
Fixed-wing 1.14 km2 69.6 km 40 m 57 min 20 m/s 40/40 m

* two flights.

Figure 5. Acquisition patterns of the different magnetic surveys across the mapped ore zones (light blue
polygons) in the Metsämalmi outcrop (flight lines are shown as dark blue lines): (a) ground survey;
(b) 15 m multicopter; (c) 40 m multicopter; (d) 65 m multicopter; (e) 40 m fixed-wing magnetics.

To account for the diurnal variations, a magnetic base station (SenSys MagBase) was set up. It was
located with a distance of several hundred meters outside of the high magnetic anomaly to avoid that
the changes of the induced magnetic field related to the outer field variations have a measurable impact
on the recordings. The total field Bt is computed and its variation is used to correct the drone-borne
magnetic total field data. The calculated IGRF (International Geomagnetic Reference Field), considered as
the background in the area at the time given, was about 53,056 nT (Declination: 11.3◦; Inclination: 75.8◦).

During processing, we applied a fluxgate offset calibration matrix (provided by the manufacturer)
for MagDrone and MagBase data to account for non-orthogonality between the individual field
components. In general, the data processing workflow follows standard protocols for airborne
magnetic measurements (e.g., [55]).

3.6. Fixed-Wing Magnetic Measurements

Fixed-wing UAS magnetic measurements were conducted with the Albatros VT UAS, shown
in Figure 3c. Survey objective was to capture data on a kilometer scale with dense line spacing and
therefore high resolution. The magnetic field is measured by a digital triaxial fluxgate magnetometer
that is located in the tail boom of the UAS. The components of the magnetic field, the GPS position and
time, and barometric pressure are recorded by the datalogger.

After manual take-off, the UAS flight is controlled by an autopilot software and follows predefined
waypoints over the eastern part of the Otanmäki deposit, including the Metsämalmi outcrop. The UAS
follows the terrain topography based on a 10 × 10 m DSM grid provided by the National Land Survey
of Finland. The flight performance is controlled online both via a telemetry link and/or a 3G/4G
mobile link.

The surface area of the Otanmäki survey site is about 1.2 km2 and the planned survey comprises a
uniform pattern of orthogonal in-lines (azimuth 30◦ from north) and cross-lines (azimuth 120 degrees
from north) with 40 m line spacing (see Table 5). The nominal flight altitude was 40 m AGL. Similar to
the multicopter survey, a nearby stationary base station records the diurnal changes of the magnetic
field (triaxial fluxgate magnetometer) and barometric pressure.
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The data processing was made using the RadaiPros software, that allows interactive data correction
and quality control. The processing steps are summarized in Figure 4. The equivalent layer modeling
(ELM) is used in RadaiPros to compute the total field data on an even grid at a constant elevation
level by applying a deterministic inversion to the measured magnetic data. The inversion is based on
linearized least squares method with adaptive damping [56] and lateral 2D constraining as in Occam’s
method [57].

We used the minimum curvature interpolation to create the final TMI maps from all datasets.
All steps of data integration were conducted in Quantum GIS. Survey paths for ground-based magnetics
(see Section 3.8) as well as flight lines of the multicopter and the fixed-wing magnetics are shown
in Figure 5, with their corresponding flight altitudes plotted. The terrain elevation ranges from
140.5–143.9 m, meaning that no height adjustments were required in the survey profiles. The line
angles between multicopter surveys compared to ground- and fixed-wing survey differ. The intention
of the multicopter line direction was to survey perpendicular to the main strike of the mapped surface
geology, while the latter focused also on the regional shape of the outcrop. Table 5 presents further
magnetic survey details.

The multicopter surveys with flight heights of 15 m and 40 m were collected on the
6 September 2018, between 12:50–2:10 p.m. local time. The survey in 65 m altitude was conducted
during the 7 September 2018 between 10:18–10:48 a.m. local time, the fixed-wing survey was completed
on the 4 September 2018, between 9:00–10.00 a.m. local time. The duration of these flights covers the
take-off of the MagDrone, flight operations and landings. Average point distances in inline direction
were ~0.025 m. The observed daily TMI variations did not exceed 15 nT during any flight event.

3.7. Ground Truth—Magnetic Survey

A systematic ground magnetic survey was done by GTK to have a reference dataset for the
UAS-based surveys. The survey area has a size of 160 × 310 m (Figure 5a) and covers the complete
outcrop area. Due to the relatively flat terrain and good accessibility the survey path lines are parallel
with small gaps in inaccessible parts (e.g., ponds and piles of sharp rocks). However, an inaccessible
water body caused a data gap in the SW area. The line spacing was 10 m and line direction 70 degree
clockwise. A GEM GSM-19 Overhauser magnetometer was used in walking mode. An average station
spacing of 0.5 m along the lines was achieved. Diurnal variations of the magnetic field were removed
using base station recordings, which were measured in a magnetically quiet area outside the anomalous
Otanmäki gabbro intrusion.

Because of extreme TMI values and strong gradients over Metsämalmi area, obtaining reliable
values was challenging, even though the gradient tolerance of the Overhauser magnetometer is above
10,000 nT/m. The largest measured field value (136,662 nT) exceeds the upper limit of the specified
operating range (20,000–120,000 nT). Therefore, we performed the measurements with constant speed
and re-logging.

3.8. Ground Truth—pXRF, Spectroscopy, Susceptibility, Sampling

We performed in-situ geochemical analysis at 46 locations (see Figure 2c) using a Bruker S1 Titan
800 handheld XRF with predefined settings (using the ‘Geochem’ calibration mode). In Geochem
mode, all elements heavier than Fe are measured with 45 kV and an Al-Ti filter in the first measurement
phase, followed by a second phase for the light elements with 15 kV and no filter. The soil check sample
report is used as reference standard. A calibration sample with known constituents was provided by
the manufacturer [58] to ensure proper measurements.

Handheld spectral measurements of rock surfaces (n = 51) were taken using a Spectral Evolution
PSR-3500 portable spectroradiometer. The spectra were recorded in the VNIR/SWIR part of the
electromagnetic spectrum (400–2500 nm) with a spectral resolution of 3.5 nm (1.5 nm sampling interval)
in VNIR and 7 nm (2.5 nm sampling interval) in the SWIR, using a contact probe (8 mm spot size) with
internal light source. Radiance values were converted to reflectance using a pre-calibrated PTFE panel
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(Zenith polymer) with >99% reflectance in the VNIR and >95% in the SWIR range. Each spectral record
consists of 10 individual measurements, which were taken consecutively and averaged. We analyzed
the spectral data and extracted characteristic features, e.g., absorption depths, primarily between
700–900 nm for this study.

Magnetic susceptibility scans (n = 91) were taken with an uncalibrated SatisGeo KT-6 Kappameter.
Representative rock samples (n = 13) of the main lithological units were taken for follow up

laboratory analysis. Further, we investigated the textural relationship between gabbro, anorthosite,
and the magnetite-ilmenite ore (referred as Fe-Ti-ore in the images; see Figure 2(bI–bIV)). Ore, gabbro,
and anorthosite layers are mostly preserved in their magmatic textural relationship (Figure 2(bI)).
In some parts, the succession is folded and sheared (Figure 2(bII)).

4. Results

4.1. UAS Multispectral Imagery

The resulting multispectral image mosaic is depicted in Figure 6. While having limited spectral
information, the increased spatial coverage is the main advantage of this fixed-wing survey and
supplements the multicopter HSI data in areas not captured by HSI.

The Sequoia CIR image (Figure 6a) encompasses the entire outcrop. We identify only little
vegetation coverage in the eastern and south-eastern parts of the outcrop. The NDVI mask removes a
significant part of pixel in the western region (Figure 6b). The main features in the image are associated
with gabbroic rocks and ilmenite-magnetite rock zones in the southern part of the outcrop. Brighter
orange-yellow spots (Figure 6b) are related to gabbroic zones and secondary iron minerals. The MNF
composite highlights geological characteristics and we can trace structures more easily, for example
the shape of outcropping ore bodies. Two parallel trenches, created by surface sampling with a rock
saw, are identified in the image centre after MNF transformation.

We calculated an iron band ratio (735/790 nm) for the Sequoia dataset (Figure 6c). The ratio
indicates iron related absorption (iron oxides and hydroxides) using the right shoulder of the Fe2+/Fe3+

charge transfer absorption [46], associated with decreasing reflectance. Similar studies [48] showed
that this simple method is suited to evaluate UAS-HSI images. We identify zones of apparent iron
absorption, that are layered on top of the rock surfaces.

Figure 6. Results of multispectral fixed-wing survey. (a) CIR (color infrared) plot of camera bands 3, 2,
and 1. Enhanced map pronounces outcrop ridge area, where the surface was cleaned before the survey.
(b) RGB bands after NDVI cut and MNF transformation with using 4, 3, and 1. (c) Band ratio of bands
3/4 with 735/790 nm.
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4.2. UAS Hyperspectral Imagery

In total, we covered 17,180 m2 of the Metsämalmi outcrop with UAS-HSI data. Parallel ground
reconnaissance and the results of multispectral imaging suggested that the eastern part of the outcrop
as promising location for remote sensing studies. The other part is densely covered by vegetation
(lichen, shrubs, twigs, and young trees). We chose to omit the western area for further interpretation of
HSI data. The eastern area is captured by three rows of overlapping HSI scenes (8370 m2) mosaiced
into one image (Figure 7). Some hyperspectral scenes have only little or no overlap, as opposed to the
used flight plan. We explain this by heading deviations, induced by some distortions of the UAS’s
magnetic compass that were caused by the high magnetic anomalies in the area. Roughly 30% of
pixels from this mosaic are associated with vegetation and removed with a NDVI mask. The bright
patches on the southern ridge are associated with gabbroitic rocks surrounding Fe-Ti-V ore bodies
(Figure 7a) which were identified during the ground-based field survey. The sorted MNF false-color
image (Figure 7b) shows increased contrast of surface features associated with the different geologic
features [59]. We observed increasing vegetation with small patches in the south, growing to a dense
cover in the northern area.

The SAM classification in Figure 8a shows the distribution of mapped iron oxides and iron
sulphates. We could classify a significant amount of iron oxide and only little iron sulphate, which
corresponds to handheld spectroscopy observations. Just two handheld spectra corresponded to
iron sulphate. The used iron mineral proxy spectra hematite and goethite are labeled as ‘iron oxide’,
and jarosite as ‘iron sulphate’. Two classes from the unsupervised k-means classification (5% change
threshold for the cluster centres, 100 iterations) are associated with the in-situ observed features of
iron-staining and gabbro. The discarded classes were related to noise, soil-vegetation mixed pixel that
remained after NDVI filtering, and potentially redundant features caused by illumination changes.
The results for k-means and SAM with respect to the iron minerals are qualitatively comparable, but
the SAM classification yields 36.2% less categorized pixels.

Figure 7. Results from hyperspectral data collected from the multicopter. (a) RGB plot (bands 17, 7, 2)
of the HSI mosaic from the eastern part of the outcrop (the inset map shows the whole mosaic). The map
enhances surface details and includes an area with pronounced occurrences of gabbroic host rock and
iron ore lenses. (b) RGB plot of eigenimages 3, 2, 1 from the same area after a MNF transformation
was applied to the hyperspectral mosaic. The eigenimages of the MNF outline surfacing shapes and
textures. Red and green colors highlight outcropping iron stains and blue colors are associated with
area of the host rock surface and remaining soil–vegetation mixture.
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Figure 8. (a) Result of SAM mapping using input spectra from the USGS spectral library [49]. (b) Result
of unsupervised k-means clustering, where two classes represent iron proxies and gabbroic rock
surfaces. Different iron minerals are combined in the iron class.

We show exemplary spectra acquired from HSI data in Figure 9. They were created by selecting
spectra from representative spots in the data (Figure 8a) and combine them in major surface categories
(iron oxide, iron sulphate, host rock plus soil, lichen). The selection is based on both observations
during the field campaign and inspections of HSI data. We removed five bands in the spectral range of
624–671 nm, where a sensor artefact is noticeable as a flat section. The exemplary spectra related to
iron oxide and rock–soil mixture (Figure 9a,c) show small reflectance spread, while the ones associated
with iron sulphate and lichen remnants (Figure 9b,d) show larger standard deviations. The average
spectral reflectance is low (<30%), which is expected from the study site’s dark surface.

Figure 9. Plots from exemplary spectra that are extracted from the UAS-borne hyperspectral datasets
at pixels, where individual spectra are clearly associated with specific surface materials. 20 spectra
are grouped per exemplary spectrum with its standard deviation plotted in a grey shaded envelope:
(a) Iron oxide (σ = 2.1); (b) Iron sulphate (σ = 2.9); (c) Host rock in mixture with top-soil (σ = 1.1);
(d) Lichen remnants (σ = 3.4).

4.3. Handheld Spectroscopy

Figure 10 illustrates the spectral categories that are derived from field spectra acquired along
the most western N–S running traverse shown in Figure 2c. The diagnostic absorption features we
observe are representative for the mapped geology of Metsämalmi. Distinctive hydroxyl absorption
bands around 1400 nm and 1900 nm are visible. The charge transfer with broad absorption between
800–950 nm [46] is dominant for iron-bearing categories (Figure 10a,b,d). In particular, the absorption
features for hematite, jarosite, and goethite can be observed in the iron alteration category (Figure 10d),
which were attributed to iron sulphate/oxide classes in UAS-borne hyperspectral data. The standard
deviation of the iron alteration is small, as seen in Figures 9a and 10d. Amphiboles can be recognized by
a specific absorption related to the Mg-OH vibrational overtone at 2310 nm and 2380 nm. The 2200 nm
absorption feature was prominent in most spectra and is related to the Al-OH overtone and typical for
sheet-silicates and was prominent in most spectra.
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Figure 10. Results of the acquired handheld spectra after sorting them by unsupervised clustering.
The clusters were attributed to magnetite, iron alteration, gabbroic rock, and lichen using k-means with
six input classes, and refined together with field observations at the scanned spots. Calculated mean
spectra are indicated as black lines and the minimum and maximum spectral values are described by
the grey envelopes.

The Al-OH feature at 2200 nm, with an accumulation between 2200–2206 nm was mainly found
on soil surfaces. The Mg-OH overtone-bending [60] around 2300–2350 nm is related to amphibole-rich
rocks (i.e., abundant in amphibolite), and occurs in magnetite-bearing rocks, as well as gabbroic surfaces.

4.4. UAS-HSI Accuracy Assessment

We conducted an accuracy assessment to validate the HSI classifications from SAM and k-means
and compared them with the handheld spectra. The 51 handheld scans were scrutinized and labeled
according to their major properties: (i) iron oxide-hydroxide (contains magnetite in that category),
(ii) iron sulphate, (iii) gabbro; and (iv) lichen. This categorization ensures distinguishable spectra in
the spectral range of the Rikola camera. We created a look-up table and attributed the major spectral
features between 500–900 nm. Other observed spectral absorption features are related to amphiboles
(e.g., hornblende), biotite and clay minerals (e.g., illite, smectite; according to USGS reference spectra).
A strong absorption at ~670 nm is diagnostic for chlorophyll and here caused by abundant lichen. From
the examined spectra, 21 showed clear iron features with some mixture between hematite, goethite,
and jarosite. We labeled the hematite-goethite mixture as iron-oxide and jarosite as iron sulphate,
respectively. A map layer with the labeled handheld scans was spatially joint with the SAM result map
and classified pixels were counted. We created an eight-pixel buffer around each handheld scan point
position to address the measurement deviation. We achieve an overall accuracy of 68.1% for SAM.
To validate the k-means approach, 43 spectral points with iron-features or gabbroic characteristics (e.g.,
amphiboles) were considered within the UAS-HSI mosaic. K-means could not distinguish between two
iron features, therefore we grouped iron-oxide and iron sulphates with one label, and use gabbroic as
second surface label. The k-means iron class also contains all of the SAM iron oxide pixels. We obtain
an overall accuracy of 84.9 % for k-means.
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4.5. Magnetics—Ground and UAS-Borne

The magnetic measurements with the different UAS platforms, as well as the ground measurements,
are presented as TMI in Figure 11. We observe that the TMI anomalies from the magnetic ground
survey correlate well with the location of known magnetite-ilmenite ore lenses (Figure 2d). TMI values
measured on the ground above known ore zone are high (broadly in a range of 60,000–120,000 nT)
indicating the magnetite signature, which is expected, considering that the highest graded ores in
Otanmäki contain 35–40% magnetite [61].

The alignment of anomalies from the four UAS surveys with three different heights at 15 m, 40 m,
and 65 m are generally in agreement with the overall observed distribution of ore lenses at the surface
(compare Figure 11b–e with Figure 2d). The 15 m flight (Figure 11b) captures similar locations of
the anomalies lows and highs as seen in the ground data (Figure 11a). However, the actual shape
of anomalies from the surveys at 15 m AGL differ already quite a bit from mapped ore lenses at the
surface, due to the reduced resolution and the larger impact of deeper ore bodies with larger distance
to the surface. With further increasing altitudes of the surveys at 40 and 65 m AGL (Figure 11c–e),
the more regional field with broader wavelengths and impact from deeper sources become gradually
more dominant. In addition, the coarser line spacing of surveys made at 40 m and 60 m altitude,
particularly in the fixed-wing survey, which has the widest line spacing, further lowers the resolution
and prohibit resolving the details observed in the ground based and 15 m altitude survey even after
filtering is applied.

Figure 11. TMI plots from all magnetic surveys with flight heights given in AGL, blue line defines the
outcrop border. (a) Ground survey–dashed square outlines the reference area for Table 6. (b) Multicopter
survey at 15 m flight height, consisting of two stitched flights, seen in inset map. (c) Multicopter survey
at 40 m AGL. (d) Multicopter survey at 65 m AGL. (e) Fixed-wing survey at 40 m AGL.

Statistical details for the magnetic field from the different surveys at the Metsämalmi outcrop area
are given for a defined reference area in Table 6 (see this area outlined with a rectangle in Figure 11a).

Table 6. Comparison of TMI grid values from the same area, shown in Figure 12a.

Parameter (Bt) Ground Survey Multicopter 15 m AGL Multicopter 40 m AGL Multicopter 65 m AGL Fixed-Wing 40 m AGL

Min. 37,480 nT 60,130 nT 61,100 nT 60,610 nT 56,400 nT
Max. 131,490 nT 78,980 nT 67,370 nT 64,790 nT 61,240 nT
Mean 68,140 nT 69,960 nT 64,250 nT 63,170 nT 59,320 nT

Note that in Figure 11e, only a small part of the resulting 40 m fixed-wing survey is presented
and that the complete survey of ~1 × 1 km covers large parts of the eastern part of the Otanmäki ore
deposit and the adjacent rock units (results from areas apart from the outcrop are not presented here).
For all surveys, we observe a high magnetic anomaly in the central part of Metsämalmi (Figure 11).
Particularly for the fixed-wing survey, it is observed that magnetic values follow a general lateral trend,
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having a negative gradient towards the north-eastern border of the marked outcrop area. We also
noticed that the highest magnetic anomalies were located at the same positions for all five surveys.

Figure 12 compares two profiles of TMI values from the 15 m UAS and ground magnetic survey,
whose data are upward-continued to 15 m. The magnetic profiles have a good overall resemblance in
shape and intensity and suggest a high correlation of both datasets.

Figure 12. (a) The total magnetic intensity extracted from the ground magnetic survey and multi-copter
survey made at a flight height of 15 m AGL along a profile (see I and II in (b)) across the outcrop area.
To better compare the datasets, the ground data has been upward-continued to 15 m. (b) The location
of the extraction profile shown as a white line on the TMI map of the ground survey.

4.6. Geochemistry

The four main elemental constituents (Figure 13a) of Metsämalmi are measured by pXRF (n = 72,
values in average (avg.) wt % (weight %) in their oxide forms (see Figure 13a). Bulk constituents are
silica (21.9 wt % avg. SiO2), followed by iron (17.9 wt % avg. Fe2O3), aluminium (6.9 wt % avg. Al2O3)
and titan (3.2 wt % avg. TiO2). The silica content shows the widest range, while iron concentrations
have the most outliers. Sulphur and vanadium oxide content amount to ~1.0 wt % and 0.1 wt %,
respectively. Therefore, those two lie outside of the pXRF calibration and are not plotted here.

Figure 13. (a) Boxplot distribution of pXRF measurements of the major compounds, with black dots
represent outliers. (b) Biplot of the first two principal components, with PCA scores as grey dots, after
transformation of the four selected compounds (rays represent measured pXRF compounds), that
describe the outcrop’s major elemental compositions.

We applied principal component analysis of the elemental compositions to visualize the relationship
between the element variables [62]. The values for V and S were excluded from the PCA, due to strong
outliers. The pXRF data was converted into log-ratios by the log-ratio transformation [63,64] for scale
invariance and to avoid spurious correlations [65], and the PCA was applied on the transformed values
(first two PC’s explain 92% of the variance).

The log-ratios Si/Al and Fe/Ti are approximately constant, since the variable rays are close
(Figure 13b). The log-ratios between Fe and Ti versus Si and Al do not correlate, which is seen as the
orthogonal vector pairs. Hence, Ti occurrence correlates with iron abundance, and therefore in the
present case we can use iron occurrence as proxy for ilmenite presence.
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4.7. Integration of Ground Truth and Multicopter Data

The pXRF iron readings and computed iron ratios from handheld spectroscopy are mapped in
Figure 14a. The depicted values spatially correlate with the mapped ore zones. Figure 14b displays five
selected surface profiles of susceptibility measurements (n = 4,524) ranging between 0–1 SI units. With
point distances between 2–3 cm per scan, those spots enable the tracing of main ore zones. We regard
those measurements as quantitative evidence of high susceptibility of the top surface material and
discard remnant magnetization.

The multicopter TMI data from the 15 m AGL flight is plotted in Figure 14c, together with the HSI
footprint and the result of the SAM iron classification. Generally, we observe increased surface iron
occurrence aloft high TMI values. Iron absorption is also observed, right above the water table of small
water bodies due to weathering, and along the HSI mosaic’s NS axis. The prominent lateral ridge in
the south of the HSI features most iron-indicating pixels, while also showing the highest TMI values in
all magnetic plots (Figure 11a). The corresponding measurements of ground validation are presented
in Section 4.8.

Figure 14. Comparison of ground-based measurements and multi-copter magnetic data. (a) Point
plot of iron band ratio (760/888 nm) from handheld spectroscopy and pXRF values taken along one
respectively two sampling lines during the field campaign. (b) Point plots of magnetic susceptibility
collected by the Otanmäki Mine Oy were measured along five profiles with an inline sampling distance
of ~3 cm and line spacing of ~25 m. (c) Comparison of iron indications from SAM HSI classification
(increased pixel size for better visibility) and TMI map from the multicopter (15 m AGL and 2 m grid
spacing). The blue polygons in all three figures sketch the mapped ore zones.

4.8. Data Integration

Surface observations with different techniques allow a characterization of the general area and reflect
the originally mapped local geology and mineralogy (i.e., magnetite, ilmenite, amphiboles, gabbro).

We compare the different GNSS-measured ground validation and UAS-borne datasets (Figure 15).
The extracted measurements were taken on the same spot as the corresponding pixel of UAS data.
The correlation coefficients (Pearson’s correlation r) show an overall agreement. The high correlation
(r = 0.83) for pXRF vs. susceptibility (Figure 15a) compares ore bodies with best ore grades, that
should contain high iron content. The highest observed pXRF iron oxide content (41.5 wt % Fe)
was described optically as ‘pure magnetite’ in the field. The UAS-HSI band ratio is probed with the
known validation points, and compared with the iron ratios (r = 0.80) of the handheld spectrometer
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(Figure 15b). Likewise, values from both UAS camera sample spots are plotted (Figure 15c), to compare
the Sequoia with the Rikola performance (r = 0.63).

Figure 15. Scatter plots showing the relationships of different scanning methods from the outcrop,
point pairs on the same location, or from the same pixel. The Pearson correlation r and significance p
are given for each pair. (a) Correlation plot for handheld magnetic susceptibility vs. pXRF iron-oxide.
(b) Correlation for UAS Rikola iron band ratio (760/898 nm) vs. handheld iron band ratio (760/898 nm).
(c) Correlation for UAS Rikola iron band ratio (760/898 nm) vs. fixed-wing eBee iron band ratio (735/790
nm). (d) Correlation of Rikola iron band ratio (760/898 nm) vs. ground TMI. The inset plot in each
bottom-right corner distributes the kernel density per variable pair.

An illustration of extracted ground magnetic measurements compared with iron absorption depths
depicts an association (r = 0.55) with the trend visible in Figure 15d. The correlations demonstrate, that
the datasets from multiple sources can be jointly interpreted.

4.9. Geologic Interpretation and Ore Class Estimation

With a joint interpretation of all acquired UAS-borne datasets, we can give a semi-automatic
structural interpretation and ore occurrence estimation [66]. Structural features (lineaments and
discontinuities) show us the directional trend in the outcrop. The extraction (Figure 16a) was done
automatically and help to map the structural NW–SE trend. However, as vegetation and debris
cover could not completely be removed from the DEM, the extracted lineaments were manually
refined afterwards.

For the purpose of data integration, we first resampled different grid resolutions to one. We choose
the 15 m UAS-TMI as a representative footprint. In order to rescale and match data to the UAS-TMI
grid, the HSI and MSI data were resampled to 2 m grid size, using the mean cell values (Figure 16b).
We estimated an ore prospectivity in the following:

• MSI and HSI UAS surface classifications were binarized (unclassified and classified pixels are
either 0 or 1) and the 15 m TMI data was normalized between 0–1. By doing so, mostly the highest
TMI areas contribute to the surface feature map.

• Normalized weighted arithmetic mean of the HSI, MSI and TMI datasets was computed.
• High values in the resulting map (Figure 16c) represent high ore probability.
• Interpreted lineaments are spatially joined with the proceptivity map, to give structural context.

Finally, Figure 16c allows an estimation of ore occurrence along the surface. We observe a
relationship between iron-indication surface pixel and sub-surface magnetic features, that follow
the directional trend of the local morphology. The directional trend of the iron ore from NW to SE
is illustrated.
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Figure 16. (a) SfM-MVS DSM clipped to the outcrop surface. Plotted on top are automatically extracted
lineament features. Rose plot as line direction histogram shows NW–SE trending of extracted lineaments
(n = 12,311). (b) Combined UAS-borne MSI and HSI classification (semi-transparent colors) and iron
ratio results, resampled to the 2 m grid size of the 15 m multicopter TMI grid. (c) Integrated results
of spectral and magnetic UAS-survey, giving a probability for ore occurrences, where higher values
indicate alignment of detected features (a.u. = arbitrary unit). Further directional context is given by
the interpreted surface lineaments, based on the automatically extracted lineaments.

5. Discussion

5.1. Consequences of UAS Imaging

The results of multispectral survey require careful examination. With the Sequoia camera,
the bandwidths of band 3 (10 nm) vs. band 4 (40 nm) differ, therefore band 4 covers important
spectral characteristics of iron-bearing minerals (e.g., hematite, goethite, jarosite, and copiapite). Still,
the comparison of HSI vs. MSI indicates a correlation (Figure 16c). The MSI data seems to overestimate
iron-abundance and reasons are likely differing sampling distances, randomly distributed lichen
coverage, and mainly the challenge to spectrally detect magnetite. The two excavated sampling ridges
along the outcrop feature iron stains, which indicates displaced weathered surface or even fresh rock.

The spectral artefact of the HSI camera between ~636–650 nm, is caused by its two-sensor
design [67] and was removed. We recommend an HSI camera setting of 50 bands with 8 nm spectral
resolution as most effective to maintain a balance between spectral density and SNR.

Noise reduction by PCA techniques (i.e., MNF) increases the reliability of our unsupervised
classifications. We observe that in MNF-transformed hypercubes, features (e.g., surface patterns
related to geology and morphology) remain even in high-order, low-variance MNF dimensions.
Unsupervised separation of surface classes (i.e., k-means) is based on spectrally contrasting mineral
groups. In the presented case, the surface distinctions account predominantly for iron-rich and iron-poor
rock surfaces. Further examination and correlation of classification results with field observations
and orthophotography imply that the achieved separations are associated with iron-bearing and
gabbroic areas. We found that iron-sulphates are not resolved by k-means and are partially mixed in
the resulting iron class.

The SAM classification achieved a separation of iron-oxides-hydroxides and iron-sulphates with
reduced classified pixels. This reduction can be caused by illumination changes or strongly mixed
surface materials.
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The Metsämalmi outcrop has been exposed for several decades, that leads to significant cover of
surface portions by lichen, shrubs and small trees, that we observed in-situ. Thus, important features
were hidden to the UAS cameras, which affects for example the correlation of ground TMI and UAS-HSI
(Figure 15d). The mentioned surface cleaning is possibly uneconomic, but we had no direct influence
on the procedure. Advantage of the frame-based HSI camera is the capability to create spatially
undistorted images, even under wrong flight headings of the UAS, caused by magnetic interference.

5.2. Consequences of UAS Magnetic Measurements

We compare the UAS survey with ground data for a benchmark. The ground survey took two full
days in the field to cover 50,500 m2. A similar area was covered using two UAS flights in ~45 minutes.
Data processing time is not considered, since we developed the processing routines during this study
and those can be applied quickly.

The sensors z-component saturation in 1% of the magnetic raw data was caused by the combination
of an extremely strong anomaly, shallow flight height and the magnetometer’s measurement range.
This can be avoided by using a similarly constructed fluxgate magnetometer with a larger dynamic
range or a slight increase of the survey altitude. Also, the strong regional magnetic field influences
every measurement and makes a comparison (for example Figure 15d) challenging. The navigation
and recovery of the UAS’s absolute position is also influenced by the anomaly and caused a slight shift
between two fused survey flights (Figure 11b). Structural field measurements with a geologic compass
were strongly affected by the local magnetic field, which made field observations challenging.

Flight line geometry is a fundamental aspect of magnetic survey; hence, we observe differences
between the 40 m copter and 40 m fixed-wing data. The applied cell size in the minimum curvature
interpolation also contributes to mapping differences. Figure 11c,e show varying TMI ranges, and
the values of Table 6 indicate contrasting centers. One major reason for the differences in the data of
both altitudes are orientation and density of the flight pattern. The 40 m multicopter flight had denser
lines, was flown perpendicular to the strike of ore bodies, and captured higher anomaly amplitudes
at different locations. Furthermore, the workflows of multicopter and fixed-wing data surveys are
slightly different. The fixed-wing acquisition uses a combination of ancillary sensor input and inversion
modeling, while the multicopter uses calibration flights and benefits from its capability of getting
closer to the surface. The used ELM for the fixed-wing survey reduces effects of varying flight altitude
and uneven data point sampling. It also removes high frequency noise and artefacts (e.g., from electric
power lines and UAS engine noise) provided that their wavelength is short compared to the size of the
elements used in the computed layer model. Yet, the results of both UAS survey methods allow the
visualization of the anomaly patterns. We note that the relative altitude measurements per UAS flight
slightly deviate per line. We observed an upward drift (~1 m/10 min) in the barometer records for the
65 m, which could be caused by an atmospheric pressure change. It is assumed that all our multicopter
measurements endure an altitude deviation of at least ± 1 m from the unknown true values, based of
GPS and barometer data evaluation.

Non-linear sensor noise and the creation of aliasing effects takes place which induces a binning
effect on the sampling process. Studies suggested methods to address UAS noise, for example an
increase of the sensor distance to noise sources and an adapted compensation in real-time or in
post-processing [68,69].

5.3. Can Drone-Borne Analysis Compete with Airborne Survey and Outperform Ground-Based Acquisition?

For optical remote sensing, the Sequoia camera data shows the possibilities (large area) and
limitations (insufficient bands) of a multispectral UAS camera for mineral exploration. We note the
correlation (r = 0.63) between a working concept (i.e., UAS-HSI) and this experiment (UAS-MSI).

The lichen-debris cover reduced the total amount of visible rock-containing pixels by roughly
30%. Image classifications of remaining areas reveal iron-bearing alteration minerals, that we used as
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proxies for the target mineral magnetite. Ground spectroscopy validated the hyperspectral results
(r = 0.80), however the chosen study area had harsh conditions for this hypothesis.

The overall accuracy of SAM for two iron minerals is reported with 68%, while the unsupervised
k-means classification for iron oxide and host rock is 84%. We used various instruments to validate the
UAS-borne datasets in situ. The results of pXRF scans during our fieldwork correspond with results
reported by the mining company.

We observe a correlation (r = 0.55) between UAS-HSI iron ratio vs. ground truth TMI. Again,
the strong regional anomaly skews those observations. To avoid spurious correlation, we examined
outliers and none are removed from the data-set. In that regard, we stress out the fundamental
difference, as the TMI signal is the superposition from any subsurface anomaly of differing depth,
while the UAS-HSI data arises from the surface alone.

In terms of image resolution, the UAS imagery performs satisfying and creates pixel sizes of
2.2 cm (orthophoto), 3.0 cm (HSI), and 7.4 cm (MSI), while the mean point distance between handheld
spectral measurements is 2 m. Those data are orthorectified by accurate GCPs. Similarly, the 15 m UAS
magnetics feature a line spacing of 7 m, while the ground survey achieved 10 m. Evidently, using UAS
reduces time and effort to achieve quality results for a reasonable aerial coverage. We observe that the
time needed, as seen in Table 5, outperforms ground-based survey. With our current setup and an
estimation based on the survey times and line spacing, we achieved 7.6–8.9 line km per hour (UAS
in-air time). Still, ground sampling is required, and survey time constraints could be mitigated in
countries with abundant low-cost workforce. The data processing, while under constant development,
can be done in hours, results in meaningful maps during a field campaign, and creates streamlined
and efficient workflows.

The tested sensors require some calibration effort, and the UAS provides flexibility by a
quick-release connector used to rapidly switch from magnetic to hyperspectral instruments. A further
UAS advantage is the possibility to carry out the surveys by one trained person, that can fly different
UAS types over any kind of terrain. We note that the characteristics of the survey area need to be
specified, e.g., to avoid such deviations from the flight patterns caused by the high TMI.

We see several outcomes of integrating various UAS datasets:

1. Consistency of models is maintained (e.g., high spatial precision).
2. Improved reliability and reduced errors in mapping and predictions.
3. Classification of domains (e.g., minerals, surface and subsurface structures) that consist of several

non-linear features.
4. The applicability of multi-spectral UAS data for derivation of traces, structures, and shapes of

geological features.

6. Conclusions

Within two-and-a-half days of fieldwork, a detailed mapping of the Metsämalmi outcrop in
the Otanmäki mining district was achieved. The dataset includes surficial morphology, mineral
distributions and the shape of the local magnetic anomaly at five scales. We used hyperspectral image
mosaics with band ratios and classification algorithms to delineate iron-bearing mineral phases on
the surface. We covered three magnetic flight altitudes (15 m, 40 m, and 65 m AGL) on an outcrop
scale with a multicopter, and performed a regional scale survey (40 m AGL with 69 km of survey lines)
using a fixed-wing UAS. The magnetic data acquisitions were performed fast, and flight planning for
the magnetic surveys was optimized to cover as much of the outcrop as possible, while staying under
the maximum battery endurance of the UAS.

Data integration of dense magnetic susceptibility profiling correlates well with magnetic field
mapping and ore occurrences. The high-resolution surface imagery and subsurface information of the
magnetic field are fused and jointly interpreted. Their combined plot leads to a semi-automatically
created geologic map that distributes iron occurrences which directly relate to the ore.
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Based on the multiple datasets for the Metsämalmi area, we draw the following conclusions:

• Iron-bearing phases can be successfully mapped by both UAS-borne multi- and hyperspectral
sensors in the VNIR.

• UAS-borne fluxgate magnetometers are able to map magnetic anomalies under survey conditions.
• Low altitude (i.e., 15 m AGL) multicopter magnetic data correlates to ground survey magnetic

data, while higher flight altitude data describes the regional magnetic field.
• Magnetic anomalies can be associated to spectral anomalies at the surface by using ground truth.
• UAS-HSI and magnetic survey complement each other.

The combination of light-weight UAS technology with RGB, multi- and hyperspectral cameras
and fluxgate magnetometers is advantageous and created a basis for integrated data analysis.
We demonstrate that the UAS approach for non-invasive mineral exploration based on integration of
remote sensing and geophysical techniques is successful, based on comparable UAS and ground survey
results. The joint UAS datasets for the prospectivity map display how extracted lineaments, spectra,
and magnetics form a base map for visual interpretation. Our findings highlight the advantages of
UAS as a practical, fast, and comfortably deployable geoscientific tool, that creates high resolution data
within short turn-around times.

In summary, we conclude that UAS-borne surveys can compete with ground surveying, while
having a reduced cost overhead. We assume that integrated UAS surveys in mineral exploration and
mining will reduce the amount needed of exploration drillings in future. Time for ground personnel to
be exposed in dangerous areas will be limited and the repeated acquisitions can be used for further
examination of targets and environments, during the entire mine-life cycle. The presented survey
approach should be further tested on more and different types of geologic targets in the future.
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